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Abstract
We present some new decision and comparison problems
of unusually high computational complexity. Most of the
problems are strictly combinatorial in nature; others
involve basic logical notions. Their complexities range
from iterated exponential time completeness to ∈0 time
completeness to θ (Ω ω,0) time completeness to θ (Ω ω,,0)
time completeness. These three ordinals are well known
ordinals from proof theory, and their associated complexity classes represent new levels of computational
complexity for natural decision problems. Proofs will
appear in an extended version of this manuscript to be
published elsewhere.

1. Iterated exponential time - universal
relational sentences
Let F be a function from A* into B*, where A,B are
finite alphabets. We say that F is iterated exponential
time computable if and only if there is a multitape Turing
machine TM (which processes inputs from A* and
outputs from B*) and an integer constant c > 0 such that
TM computes F(x) with run time at most 2[c|x|]. Here 2[k]
is the exponential stack of 2's of height k and |x| is the
length of the string x. More generally, 2[k](n) is the exponential stack of k 2's with n placed on top. Define 2[0] = 1
and 2[0](n) = n. Hence 2[k] = 2[k](1) and 2[1](n) = 2n.
The iterated exponential time computable sets strictly
include those sets in the more familiar class of elementary
time computable sets - where the stack of 2's is of fixed
height and |x| appears at the top of the stack.
We say that X is iterated exponential time complete if
and only if X is in iterated exponential time and every Y
in iterated exponential time is polynomial time reducible
to X. It is well known that for every finite alphabet A
there exists an iterated exponential time complete X ⊆
A*.
As is customary, these definitions extended to include
sets of strings in a finite alphabet using characteristic
functions.

A decision problem is given by a set of strings in a
finite alphabet, where the “decision” is to decide
membership.
Suppose we are given a map G:A* → ω , where ω is
the set of all nonnegative integers. We can consider the
associated equality problem: decide, given two strings x,y
∈ A*, whether G(x) = G(y).
We can also consider the comparison problem: given
x,y ∈ A*, compare the numbers G(x) and G(y). We find
this terminology convenient and suggestive.
Strictly speaking, this comparison problem is not a
decision problem. It amounts to considering the function
G’(x,y) = 0 if F(x) = F(y); 1 if F(x) < F(y); 2 if F(x) >
F(y). It is easy to see that it is computationally
equivalent, in the strongest possible sense, to the related
decision problem: decide, given x,y ∈ A*, whether F(x)
< F(y).
A second kind of comparison problem that we
consider is where we are given a set (class) valued map H
on A*. Here the problem is to compare H(x) and H(y)
under inclusion. Again this corresponds to a three valued
function, and the problem is computationally identical to
deciding the inclusion relation.
Many interesting decision problems are known to be
complete in iterated exponential time. The list is substantial and includes:
term reduction in typed lambda-calculus (due to
Statman)
first order theory of standard pairing functions (due to
Tenney, Ferrante/Rackoff)
first order theory of a unary function (or successor
function) (due to Ehrenfeucht, Rabin)
weak monadic theory of a unary function (or successor
function) (due to Meyer, Rabin)
monadic theory of two successor functions (due to
Rabin)
first order theory of linear orderings (due to
Ehrenfeucht, Rabin, Meyer)
emptiness problem for regular expressions with complementation (due to Meyer/Stockmeyer)
Note that none of these problems are strictly combinatorial in nature. They all involve formal languages. In

sections 2-6 we present a number of new combinatorial
decision problems that are complete for iterated
exponential time and more.
In this section we present a number of decision problems which are complete in iterated exponential time. The
setting goes back to Ramsey's original paper [Ra30]. The
versions in this section involve languages, but we present
particularly attractive reformulations that are strictly combinatorial in terms of hypergraphs and functions in
sections 2 and 3.
A universal relational sentence is a sentence of first
order predicate calculus with equality which starts with
one or more universal quantifiers, and is followed by a
quantifier free formula with only relation symbols. Note
that if M is a model of a universal relational sentence,
then every submodel of M is a model of that universal
relational sentence. The cardinality of a relational structure
M is the cardinality of its domain. All structures are required to have a finite relational type.
If M is a model of ϕ then M may have a strictly larger
relational type than ϕ. It will be convenient to define M
to be a matching model of ϕ if and only if M satisfies ϕ
and the relational type of M is the same as the relational
type of ϕ. In general, the number of matching models of ϕ
(up to isomorphism) is more interesting than the number
of models of ϕ (up to isomorphism), because the latter is
always infinite, whereas the former may be finite.
Ramsey proved the following, as an application of his
famous Ramsey theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. (Ramsey). Let ϕ be a universal relational sentence. The following are equivalent.
i) ϕ has models of every nonzero finite cardinality;
ii) ϕ has models of every nonzero cardinality;
iii) ϕ has a model of cardinality twice the number of
distinct variables appearing in ϕ, whose domain forms a
set of atomic indiscernibles.
We need to explain iii). Let M be a model and E ⊆
dom(M). We say that E is a set of atomic indiscernibles if
and only if the following holds. There is a linear ordering
< of E such that for all n ≥ 1 and atomic formulas
ϕ(x1,...,xn) in the language of M with exactly the variables
shown (repetitions allowed), and y,z in En that are strictly
increasing under <, we have ϕ(y) ↔ ϕ(z) in M.
From Theorem 1.1, Ramsey read off a decision procedure for determining whether ϕ has an infinite model. In
modern terms, we obtain a decision procedure that is nondeterministic exponential in the norm of ϕ. In fact, nondeterministic exponential time completeness was established
in [Le80].
The following Theorem indicates how iterated exponentiation comes up in connection with the size of models
of universal relational sentences up to isomorphism.
THEOREM 1.2. (Ramsey) For n ≥ 1, let f(n) be the least
integer r such that any universal relational sentence with
at most n occurrences of variables either has models of

every cardinality or has all of its models of cardinality ≤ r.
There are constants c,d > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1, 2[[cn]] <
f(n) < 2[[dn]].
It is easy to show that the following problem is
nondeterministic exponential time computable.
Given: Two universal relational sentences, ϕ and ψ.
Decide: ϕ and ψ have the same models.
This is because if, say, there is a model of ϕ that is not a
model of ψ, then there is a model of ϕ that is not a model
of ψ whose cardinality is at most the number of distinct
variables occurring in ψ. Using [Le80], we can see that
this is nondeterministic exponential time complete.
However, consider this variant:
Given: Two universal relational sentences, ϕ and ψ.
Decide: ϕ and ψ have the same largest models.
Here we say that M is a largest (matching) model of ϕ
if and only if M is a (matching) model of ϕ and there is
no (matching) model of ϕ with a greater number of elements. It is clear that any largest model of a universal relational sentence must be finite.
Note that this problem is decidable in iterated exponential time by Theorem 1.2. We have proved that this
problem is iterated exponential time complete.
Here is a list of related decision and comparison problems that we have considered.
Given: Two universal relational sentences, ϕ and ψ.
Decide:
1. ϕ and ψ have the same largest models.
2. ϕ and ψ have the same number of matching models up
to isomorphism.
3. ϕ and ψ have the same cardinalities of models.
4. ϕ and ψ have the same number of largest matching
models up to isomorphism.
Compare:
5. The largest models of ϕ and of ψ, by inclusion.
6. The number of matching models of ϕ and of ψ up to
isomorphism, by magnitude.
7. The cardinalities of models of ϕ and of ψ, by
inclusion.
8. The number of largest matching models of ϕ and of ψ
up to isomorphism, by magnitude.
Given: One universal relational sentence, ϕ.
Decide:
9. ϕ has a unique largest matching model up to isomorphism.
10. There is a largest model of ϕ whose cardinality is an
even integer.
11. The number of matching models of ϕ an even integer
up to isomorphism.
12. The number of largest matching models of ϕ an even
integer up to isomorphism.

In 3 and 7, note that by Theorem 1.1, the cardinalities
of models are either a finite initial segment of the positive
integers, or all nonzero cardinalities.
We have proved that 1,3-8,10 are exponential time
complete. The exponential time completeness of 3 and 7
was established in [Fr84]. It is easy to see that 2,9,11,12
are iterated exponential time computable, but we don’t
have a significant lower bound.
Note that "does ϕ have a largest model?" is equivalent
to ϕ not having an infinite model, and so is conondeterministic exponential time complete by [Le80].

2. Iterated exponential time - omitting
hypergraphs.
Hypergraphs are studied and used in various contexts
in combinatorics and computer science (e.g., in database
theory). A (undirected) graph G is a pair (V,E), where V
is a set of objects called vertices, and E is a set of subsets
of V of cardinality 2 called edges. A hypergraph H is a
pair (V,F), where V is a set of objects called vertices, and
F is a set of nonempty finite subsets of V called hyperedges. The cardinality of a hypergraph is taken to be the
cardinality of its set of vertices.
Let H = (V,F) be a hypergraph and A ⊆ V. We write
H|A for the hypergraph whose vertex set is A and whose
hyperedge set consists of all hyperedges of H that are
subsets of A. The induced subhypergraphs of H are the
hypergraphs of the form H|A, A ⊆ V.
There is an obvious notion of isomorphism between
hypergraphs (V,F) and (V',F'). These are bijections g:V
→ V' such that the expression g[A] defines a bijection
from F onto F'.
Let K be a finite set of finite hypergraphs. We say that
a hypergraph H omits K if and only if no element of K is
isomorphic to any induced subhypergraph of H.
In order to restate the twelve problems from section 1
for hypergraphs, we need the following concept. For k ≥
1, a k-hypergraph is a hypergraph such that every hyperedge has cardinality ≤ k.
The restatements of the twelve problems from section
1 for hypergraphs form attractive purely combinatorial
decision problems. We can establish the very same results
as in section 1 for these problems. This is easily seen to
amount to redoing all of the results in section 1 where all
structures are required to have the following properties:
a) all predicates are symmetric;
b) all predicates hold only of distinct arguments;
c) for some k ≥ 1, the relational type consists of exactly one predicate of each arity ≤ k.
This restriction to structures with these three properties creates some serious difficulties which we have been
able to overcome. For instance, one has a problem right
from the start with the axioms for linear order, which cannot be stated or simulated (in various senses) solely in

terms of universal relational sentences about such structures.
Here are the restatements.
THEOREM 2.1. Let k ≥ 1 and K be a finite set of finite
k-hypergraphs. The following are equivalent.
i) there are k-hypergraphs omitting K of every finite
cardinality;
ii) there are k-hypergraphs omitting K of every
cardinality;
iii) there is a uniform k-hypergraph omitting K whose
number of vertices is twice the number of vertices in the
largest elements of K.
We need to explain iii). Let H = (V,F) be a khypergraph and E ⊆ V. We say that H is uniform if and
only if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, either every set of i vertices is a
hyperedge or no set of i vertices is a hyperedge.
From Theorem 2.1 we can read off a decision procedure for determining whether there is an infinite khypergraph that omits K, which runs in nondeterministic
exponential time. In fact, this problem is nondeterministic
exponential time complete.
THEOREM 2.2. For k,n ≥ 1, let f(k,n) be the least
integer r such that for any finite set K of finite khypergraphs, each with at most n vertices, either there are
k-hypergraphs of every cardinality omitting K, or every khypergraph omitting K has at most r vertices. There are
[kconstants c,d > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2, 2
2]
[k-1]
([cn]) < f(k,n) < 2 ([dn]).
We have not attempted to tighten up the above
bounds.
As in section 1, the following problem is
nondeterministic exponential time complete, with k given
in either unary or binary:
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets of finite khypergraphs, K and S.
Decide: The k-hypergraphs omitting K and omitting S
are the same.
As in section 1, consider this variant:
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets of finite khypergraphs, K and S.
Decide: The largest k-hypergraphs omitting K and
omitting S are the same.
Here we say that H is a largest k-hypergraph omitting
K if and only if H is a k-hypergraph omitting K and no khypergraph of larger cardinality omits K. It is clear that
any largest k-hypergraph omitting K must be finite.
We have proved that this problem is iterated exponential time complete.
Here is a list of related problems we have considered:

Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets of finite khypergraphs, K and S.
Decide:
1. The largest k-hypergraphs omitting K and omitting S
are the same.
2. The number of k-hypergraphs omitting K and omitting
S up to isomorphism are the same.
3. The cardinalities of k-hypergraphs omitting K and
omitting S are the same.
4. The cardinalities of largest k-hypergraphs omitting K
and omitting S are the same.
Compare:
5. The largest k-hypergraphs omitting K and omitting S,
by inclusion.
6. The number of k-hypergraphs omitting K and omitting
S up to isomorphism, by magnitude.
7. The cardinalities of k-hypergraphs omitting K and
omitting S, by inclusion.
8. The number of largest k-hypergraphs omitting K and
omitting S up to isomorphism, by magnitude.
Given: An integer k ≥ 1 and a finite set of finite khypergraphs, K.
Decide:
9. There is a unique largest k-hypergraph omitting K up
to isomorphism.
10. There is a largest k-hypergraph omitting K whose cardinality is an even integer.
11. The number of k-hypergraphs omitting K is an even
integer.
12. The number of largest k-hypergraphs omitting K is an
even integer up to isomorphism.
In 3 and 7, note that by Theorem 1.1, the cardinalities
of k-hypergraphs omitting K are either a finite initial segment of the positive integers, or all cardinalities.
We have proved that 1,3-8,10 are exponential time
complete, where k is presented either in unary or binary.
It is easy to see that 2,9,11,12 are iterated exponential
time computable, but we don’t have a significant lower
bound, whether k is in unary or binary.
Note that "there is a largest k-hypergraph omitting K”
is equivalent to “there is no infinite k-hypergraph omitting K,” and so is in co-nondeterministic exponential
time by Theorem 2.1, with k in unary or binary. In fact,
it is co-nondeterministic exponential time complete.

3. Iterated exponential time - omitting
functions.
We present results for functions that correspond to the
results for hypergraphs in section 2. Moving to functions
is a natural step to take in preparation of section 5, where
we take a big jump in computational complexity.
A k-ary function is a function whose domain is of the
k
k
form A , where A is any set. If the domain is A then we
define the 1-domain to be A. The size of a k-ary function
is defined to be the cardinality of its 1-domain. A k-ary

function is finite if and only if its domain is finite if and
only if its 1-domain is finite. We write dom(f) for the domain of f and 1-dom(f) for the 1-domain of f.
Let f be a k-ary function and E ⊆ 1-dom(f). We write
k
f|E for the restriction of f to E . Thus f|E ⊆ f, dom(f|E) =
k
E , and 1-dom(f|E) = E.
Let f,g be k-ary functions. We say that f,g are isomorphic if and only if there is a bijection h from 1-dom(f)
onto 1-dom(g) such that for all x 1,...,x2n ∈ 1-dom(f),
f(x1,...,xn) = f(xn+1,...,x2n) if and only if g(h(x1),...,h(xn)) =
g(h(xn+1),...,h(x2n)). This notion of isomorphism, which is
one of many, is particularly appropriate for this study.
Let K be a set of k-ary functions. We say that a k-ary
function f omits K if and only no element of K is isomorphic to any restriction of f.
THEOREM 3.1. Let k ≥ 1 and K be a finite set of finite
k-ary functions. The following are equivalent.
i) there are k-ary functions omitting K of every finite
size;
ii) there are k-ary functions omitting K of every size;
iii) there is a k-ary function omitting K whose size is
four times the size of the largest elements of K, and whose
1-domain forms a set of atomic indiscernibles.
We need to explain iii). Let f be a k-ary function and E
⊆ 1-dom(f). We say that E is a set of atomic indiscernibles if and only if the following holds. There is a linear
ordering < of E such that for all x 1,...,x2n,y 1,...,y2n ∈ E, if
(x1,...,x2n) and (y1,...,y2n) have the same order type under
<, then f(x1,...,xn) = f(xn+1,...,x2n) if and only if f(y1,...,yn)
= f(yn+1,...,y2n).
From Theorem 3.1 we can read off a decision
procedure for determining whether there is an infinite function that omits K, which runs in nondeterministic exponential time. In fact, it is nondeterministic exponential
time complete.
THEOREM 3.2. For k,n ≥ 1, let f(k,n) be the least
integer r such that for any finite set K of finite k-ary functions, each of size at most n,, either there are k-ary functions of every cardinality omitting K, or every k-ary function omitting K has size at most r. There are constants
c,d > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2, 2[k-2]([cn]) <
f(k,n) < 2[2k-1]([dn]).
We have not attempted to tighten up the above
bounds.
The following problem is nondeterministic exponential time complete, with k given in either unary or binary,
using [Le80].
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets of finite kary functions, K and S.
Decide: The k-ary functions omitting K and omitting
S are the same.
Now consider this variant:

Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets of finite kary functions, K and S.
Decide: The largest k-ary functions omitting K and
omitting S are the same.
Here we say that f is a largest k-ary function omitting
K if and only if f is a k-ary function omitting K and no kary function of larger size omits K. It is clear that any largest k-ary function omitting K must be finite.
We have proved that this problem is iterated exponential time complete.
Here is a list of related problems we have considered.
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets of finite kary functions, K and S.
Decide:
1. The largest k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S
are the same.
2. The number of k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S up to isomorphism are the same.
3. The sizes of k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S
are the same.
4. The sizes of largest k-ary functions omitting K and
omitting S are the same.
Compare:
5. The largest k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S,
by inclusion.
6. The number of k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S up to isomorphism, by magnitude.
7. The sizes of k-ary functions omitting K and omitting
S, by inclusion.
8. The number of largest k-ary functions omitting K and
omitting S up to isomorphism, by magnitude.
Given: An integer k ≥ 1 and a finite set of finite k-ary
functions, K.
Decide:
9. There is a unique largest k-ary function omitting K up
to isomorphism.
10. There is a largest k-ary function omitting K whose
size is an even integer.
11. The number of k-ary functions omitting K is an even
integer.
12. The number of largest k-ary functions omitting K is
an even integer up to isomorphism.
The versions with k given in unary and k given in
binary are evidently computationally equivalent.
In 3 and 7, note that by Theorem 3.1, the sizes of kary functions omitting K are either a finite initial segment
of the positive integers, or all cardinalities.
We have proved that 1,3-8,10 are exponential time
complete. It is easy to see that 2,9,11,12 are iterated exponential time computable, but we don’t have a significant
lower bound.
The problem "there is a largest k-ary function omitting
K” is equivalent to the problem “there is no infinite kary function omitting K,” and is co-nondeterministic exp-

onential time complete using [Le80]. Here k can be given
in unary or binary.

4. Ordinal recursion - a robust approach.
Let <' be a strict well ordering of a subset A of ω of
order type α. For each k, we define (n1,...,nk) <' lex
(m1,...,mk) if and only if n i <' m i for the least i such that
n i ≠ mi .
We now define the nested <' multirecursive functions.
They form the least family S of functions of several variables on ω into ω such that the following holds:
Let k ≥ 1 and t be a term involving the k-ary function
symbol F', variables n1,...,nk, constants for elements of ω,
elementary functions, and functions in S. Let t' be such a
term not involving F'. Then the unique function F:ω k
→ω defined by the equation
F(n 1,...,nk) = t(F',n1,...,nk)
lies in S, where each subterm F'(s1,...,sk) of t is
interpreted as:
F(s 1,...,sk)
otherwise.

if

(s1,...,sk)

<' lex

(n1,...,nk);

t'(s1,...,sk)

It will be useful to define the truncated nested <'
multirecursive functions. They form the least family S of
functions of several variables from ω into ω such that the
following holds:
Let k ≥ 1 and p ≥ 0 and b ∈ A and t be a term involving the k-ary function symbol F', variables n 1,...,nk+p,
constants for elements of ω , elementary functions, and
functions in S. Let t' be such a term not involving F'.
Then the unique function F:ω k → ω defined by the
equation
F(n1,...,nk+p) = t(F',n1,...,nk+p)
lies in S, where each subterm F'(s1,...,sk+p) of t is interpreted as: F(s1,...,sk+p) if (s1,...,sk) <' lex (n1,...,nk) and
s1,...,sk,n1,...,nk <' b; t'(s1,...,sk+p) otherwise.
(Here the elementary functions from ω k → ω are the
functions that can be computed in time at most
2[n](max(x)), where n is some fixed integer, and x is the
input.)
Note that if <'' is another strict well ordering of type α
and there is an elementary bijection of ω which maps <'
onto <'' and has an elementary inverse, then the nested <'
multirecursive functions are the same as the nested <''
multirecursive functions, and the truncated nested <'
multirecursive functions are the same as the truncated
nested <'' multirecursive functions.
We now relate our definitions for a standard choice of
<' of type ∈0 to usual approaches in the literature. We
refer the reader to [Ro84] and its references.

We use the standard Cantor normal form for ordinals <
∈ 0. We can think of these as strings in a finite alphabet.
Using any elementary recursive surjective pairing function
on ω with elementary inverse, we can map these strings
onto ω , thereby getting a well ordering of type ∈ 0, but
using only some elements of ω. It is easy to see that there
is an elementary bijection from the elements of ω used
onto all of ω, whose inverse is elementary. Using this bijection, we obtain our <'(∈0) of type ∈0. It is also easy to
see that all <' obtained in this way are isomorphic by an
elementary bijection with elementary inverse. By the preliminary remark above, the (truncated) nested <'-multirecursive functions are the same for all such <'. We refer
to (any such) <' as <'(∈0).
THEOREM 4.1. The following classes of functions are
equal.
i) the truncated nested <'(∈0) multirecursive functions
as defined above;
ii) the functions in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy up to ∈0,
as defined on page 80 of [Ro84], using standard fundamental sequences for ∈0;
iii) the functions in the Wainer hierarchy up to ∈ 0, as
defined on page 84 of [Ro84], using standard fundamental
sequences for ∈0;
iv) the <∈0 recursive functions as defined on page 89
of [Ro84], using <'(∈0);
v) the provably recursive functions of Peano
Arithmetic.
The standard fundamental sequences for ∈0 are defined
on page 78 of [Ro84]. In the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, each
successive stage amounts to a single primitive recursion.
Thus the union of the first ω levels is exactly the primitive recursive functions. In the Wainer hierarchy, each
stage amounts to taking the Hardy function at that stage
and closing under limited recursion and limited composition. In ordinal recursion (iv), the recursion is only on a
single variable and is unnested. Functions obtained in
this way are used in further recursions.
Let <'(ω) be the usual ordering on ω . The nested
<'(ω) multirecursive functions are already very extensive;
e.g., far beyond the primitive recursive functions, as we
see from the following.
THEOREM 4.2. The following classes of functions are
equal.
i) the nested <'(ω) multirecursive functions as defined
above;
ii) the functions in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy up to ω ω ,
using standard fundamental sequences for ωω;
^
iii) the functions in the Wainer hierarchy up to ω ω ω ,
ω^ω
using standard fundamental sequences for ω ;
^
iv) the <ωω ω recursive functions, using <'(∈0), or a trun^
cated version for ωω ω;
v) the functions that are k-recursive for some k ≥ 1, as defined on page 16 of [Ro84];

vi) the provably recursive functions of 2 quantifier
induction.
For the sake of completeness, we present the following
well known result which places the primitive recursive
functions in context:
THEOREM 4.3. The following classes of functions are
equal.
i) the primitive recursive functions;
ii) the functions in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy up to ω;
iii) the functions in the Wainer hierarchy up to ω ω , using
standard fundamental sequences for ωω;
iv) the provably recursive functions of 1 quantifier induction, or RCA0 (see [Si99], p. 23).
We now wish to define the <‘ time computable functions. For this purpose, we define the concept of a nested
<' multirecursive derivation. This is a finite list of applications of the clause we used that defines the nested <'
multirecurive functions, where every function used in each
application (other than the function introduced) is either
explicitly elementary or is a function that is previously
introduced. When we say "explicitly elementary" we
mean that a Turing machine code and a height of the
exponential stack is considered part of the list.
In order to define the <‘ time computable functions,
we actually use the related concept of a truncated nested <'
multirecursive derivation. This is a finite list of applications of the clause we used that defines the truncated
nested <' multirecursive functions, where every function
used in each application (other than the function introduced) is either explicitly elementary or is a function that
is previously introduced, and where we explicitly designate the b's that are used.
Note that every truncated nested <' multirecursive
function amounts to a finite string from the elements of ω
(plus a finite number of auxiliary letters). So we can define
its size as the max of all elements of ω appearing plus the
total length. We then define NMR(<'):ω → ω by
NMR(<')(n) = the maximum value of any truncated nested
<' multirecursive function at any arguments ≤ n given by
a truncated nested <' multirecursive derivation of size ≤ n.
(Here NMR stands for "nested multirecursion").
Finally, we say that a function on finite strings in a
finite alphabet is in <' time if and only if there is a constant c such that it can be computed in time complexity
NMF(<')(cn). A function F on finite strings in a finite
alphabet is said to be <' time complete if and only if every
function in <' time is polynomial time reducible to F. It
is easy to see that <' time and <' time completeness does
not change under an elementary isomorphism with elementary inverse.
We write ∈0 time and ∈0 time complete to indicate
<'(∈0) time and <'(∈0) time complete.
For the higher so called "proof theoretic ordinals" λ,
there is an associated "notation system" whose order type
is λ. For our purposes, this amounts to an elementary set

E of finite strings in a finite alphabet together with an elementary ≤ relation on that set E, where ≤ defines a pre
well ordering; i.e., a well ordering except that we may
have x ≤ y and y ≤ x for distinct x and y.
Obviously, there is an elementary map h from ω into
E such that x <‘ y if and only if h(x) ≤ h(y) and h(x) ≠
h(y). We have thus turns such a pre well ordering into a
strict well ordering <' on ω.
It is easy to see that we have the following robustness.
Any two <' obtained in this way give rise to the same
nested <' multirecursive functions, the same truncated
nested <' multirecursive functions, the same <' time computable functions, and the same <' time complete
functions.
Thus, if we accept a given presentation of a proof
theoretic ordinal λ, then we have already robustly determined the nested λ multirecursive functions, the truncated
nested λ multirecursive functions, the λ time computable
functions, and the λ time complete functions.
But what is so special about the current presentations
of proof theoretic ordinals λ? Or what is so special about
some elementary well orderings of type λ? We make
some progress on this important question for certain
ordinals (ordinals less than θ(Ωω,0) in the Feferman Aczel
notations; see references below). We feel that this question
has a very good answer up through all of the proof theoretic ordinals that have so called natural notation systems in the current literature. But many deep issues remain even below θ(Ωω,0). We now discuss our approach
to this matter in some detail.
Certain countable ordinals are of great interest to
combinatorists, proof theorists, and theoretical computer
scientists. These generally go under the name of "proof
theoretic ordinals" because of their original connections
with key formal systems. But they have become important in rewriting systems, wqo theory, and elsewhere.
For each of these ordinals, λ, there is an associated
collection of finitely many constants and functions on λ
such that every ordinal < λ is given by a term. This provides what we call a representation of the ordinal. (This
may also be called a notation system, but this usually
refers to a system with some additional structure such as
the identification of normal forms.) For example, for ω ,
there is the representation (ω,0,α+1). For ωω, there is the
representation (ω ω,0,1,ω,x+y,x•y). For ∈ 0, there is the
representation (∈ 0,0,ωα+β). For Γ 0, there is the representation (Γ0,0,α+β,ϕ(α,β)), where ϕ(0,β) = ω β , and for
each α, ϕ(α+1,β) enumerates the fixed points of ϕ(α,β) as
a function of β, and for limits λ, ϕ(λ,β) is the sup of the
ϕ(α,β), α < λ.
Sometimes an infinite list of constants indexed by ω
is used in notation systems; e.g., constants ω , ω 1 , ω 2 ,
etc. But this naturally lends itself to an essentially equivalent representation that is in a finite relational type; here
by introducing the cardinal successor function and using
only ω. Also such ordinals can be viewed as proper initial segments of larger ordinals for which the usual representations are in a finite relational type.

Note that all of the functions used in the above examples of representations are dominating and increasing.
I.e., f(α 1,...,α n) ≥ α 1 ,...,α n , and if α 1 ≤ β 1,...,α n ≤ βn,
then f(α 1,...,α n) ≤ f(β1,...,βn). The ordinals that can be
generated by a system of finitely many such ordinal functions has been calculated in [Schm75]. The calculations
there are in terms of Schutte's Klammersymbols. In terms
of the more customarily used Feferman Aczel notations,
they are the ordinals < θ(Ωω,0). The Feferman Aczel notations are discussed in, e.g., [Schu77], p. 224, and
[Bu86].
An algebraic type τ consists of a description of how
many constant symbols, how many 1-ary function symbols, how many 2-ary function symbols, etcetera, where
there are only finitely many function symbols, and there is
at least one constant symbol.
In an unpublished 1984 manuscript, we proved that
there is a largest ordinal o(τ) that has a dominating and
increasing representation in any given algebraic type τ.
And we can compute o(τ) very simply in the Feferman
Aczel notations. The fragment of the Feferman Aczel notations for θ(Ω ω,0) can be described in particularly simple
terms involving functions on countable ordinals only.
o(τ) is also the largest order type of any dominating
and increasing structure (ω,<',...) of type τ, where
dominating and increasing refers to the linear ordering <'
on ω, and every element of ω is given by a closed term.
This follows from the previous paragraph by the
fundamental result of [Hi52] to the effect that in all such
structures, <' is well ordered.
We now introduce the elementary generating systems.
An elementary generating system of algebraic type τ consists of a structure M = (ω,<') such that
i) M is a structure of type τ with domain ω;
ii) <' is an elementary linear ordering on ω;
iii) every function of M is elementary;
iv) there is a k such that for every n ∈ ω there is a
closed term in M with at most 2[k](n) occurrences of
function symbols whose value is n.
We say that an elementary generating system is dominating and increasing if its functions are dominating and
increasing with respect to <'.
THEOREM 4.4. Let τ be an algebraic type which contains at least one function symbol of arity ≥ 2. Among the
dominating and increasing elementary generating systems
of type τ there is one whose set of truncated nested <'
multirecursive functions is maximum (where <' is its linear ordering). All such systems must be of order type
o(τ). Also, there is a dominating and increasing elementary generating system of type τ such that every dominating and increasing elementary generating system of type
τ can be embedded into it by an elementary order
preserving map. Any such system must be maximum in
the first sense. In addition, the usual notation systems
from proof theory provide examples which is maximum in
both senses. The same results hold if we replace "trunca-

ted nested <' multirecursive functions" by "<‘ time computable functions."
We conjecture that in any algebraic type there is a
dominating and increasing elementary generating system
of algebraic type τ, order type o(τ), and not maximum in
either of the two senses (or three senses if we include <'
time).
Theorem 4.4 gives an appropriate meaning to
truncated nested λ multirecursive and λ time and λ time
complete for ordinals λ of the form o(τ), where τ is an
algebraic type which contains at least one function symbol
of arity ≥ 2. This requirement on τ guarantees that o(τ) is
an epsilon number.
Among the ordinals o(τ), where τ has at least one
function symbol of arity ≥ 2, one finds such familiar ordinals as the first ω epsilon numbers, the first ω gamma
numbers, as well as every θ(α,n), where α < Ω ω has
Cantor normal form to base Ω whose coefficients are all
finite, and n < ω.
It also appears that the standard representations of the
o(τ) have even stronger maximumness properties involving initial segments.
As indicated above, this theory stops at θ(Ω ω,0),
which is exactly one of the ordinal we need for section 6.
Thus we fall back on a standard notation system for
θ(Ω ω,0), such as Feferman Aczel. We pass to any
appropriate <' for the notation system, and thus we have
our working definitions of the (truncated) θ(Ω ω,0) multirecursive functions, θ(Ω ω,0) time computable functions,
and θ(Ωω,0) complete functions.
The restricted θ(Ω ω,0) multirecursive functions are
known to be the provably recursive functions of Π12-TI0,
which is ACA0 together with the scheme of transfinite
induction with respect to Π 12 formulas. Also, θ(Ω ω,0) is
the provable ordinal of Π12-TI0. For a proof, see [RW93],
where this system is called Π12-BI0, where BI stands for
“bar induction.”
The much higher proof theoretic ordinal θ(Ωω,0) is the
provable ordinal of Π11-CA0. And the restricted θ(Ωω,0)
multirecursive functions are the provably recursive functions of Π11-CA0. See [BFPS81], p. 334, or [Schu77],
Chapter IX.

5. ∈0 time - omitting functions in N.
We bring in the ordering of N = the set of all nonnegative integers, which causes an enormous jump in
computational complexity.
Let k ≥ 1. A k-ary function in N is a function of the
form f:[0,n)k → N, where n ∈ N.
Let f,g be k-ary functions in N. We say that f,g are
order isomorphic if and only there is a one-one order preserving map h:1-dom(f) → 1-dom(g) such that for all
x1,...,x2k ∈ 1-dom(f), f(x1,...,xk) < f(xk+1,...,x2k) if and only
if f(h(x1),...,h(xk)) < f(h(xk+1,...,x2k)).

Let K be a set of k-ary functions in N. We say that f
order omits K if and only if no element of K is order isomorphic to a restriction of f.
THEOREM 5.1. Let k ≥ 1 and K be a finite set of finite
k-ary functions in N. The following are equivalent.
i) there is an infinite k-ary function in N order omitting K;
ii) there is a k-ary function order omitting K whose
size is four times the size of the largest element of K, and
whose 1-domain forms a set of special indiscernibles.
Here, we will not go into an explanation of the special
indiscernibles needed for ii). We will just say that we can
read off the nondeterministic exponential time completeness of “there is an infinite k-ary function in N order
omitting K.”
Note that we did not include “there are k-ary functions in N order omitting K of every finite size” in
Theorem 5.1. This is not equivalent.
Theorem 5.1 is metamathematically quite significant.
We can show that there is no algorithm such that ACA0
proves is a decision procedure for “there is an infinite kary function in N order omitting K.”
We can consider the same comparison and decision
problems that we considered in section 3, where we are
given one or two finite sets of finite k-ary functions in N,
and where “largest k-ary function(s)” is replaced by “largest finite k-ary function(s) in N.” We obtain the same
results. Thus we are still in the realm of iterated exponential time.
We now introduce a crucial condition. We say that f is
a limited k-ary function if and only if f is a k-ary function
in N such that for all x ∈ dom(f), f(x) ≤ max(x). Another
condition that leads to the same complexity findings is
subexponentiality: f is a subexponential k-ary function if
and only if f is a k-ary function in N such that for all x ∈
dom(f), f(x) ≤ 2max(x).
THEOREM 5.2. Let k ≥ 1 and K be a finite set of finite
k-ary functions in N. The following are equivalent.
i) there are limited k-ary functions omitting K of every
finite size;
ii) there is an infinite limited k-ary function omitting
K;
iii) there is a limited k-ary function omitting K whose
size is four times the size of the largest elements of K, and
whose 1-domain forms a set of very special indiscernibles.
Again, we won’t describe the very special indiscernibles needed for iii). We will just say that we can read off
the nondeterministic exponential time completeness of
“there is an infinite limited k-ary function order omitting
K.”
THEOREM 5.3. Let f(k,n) be the least integer r such that
for any finite set K of k-ary functions in N, each of size ≤
n, either there is an infinite limited k-ary function which
order omits K, or every limited k-ary function which order

omits K has size ≤ r. Then f is ∈0 time complete. Also
the function f(k,k) eventually dominates every truncated
∈0 multirecursive function.

13. The number of finite limited k-ary functions omitting
K is an even integer.
14. The number of finite limited largest k-ary functions
omitting K is an even integer up to isomorphism.

Consider the following decision problem:
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets K,S, of
finite k-ary functions in N.
Decide: The finite limited k-ary functions omitting K
and omitting S are the same.
As opposed to the analogous earlier situations, we do
not understand this problem. We don’t even know
whether it is decidable. We conjecture that it is nondeterministic exponential time complete.
Consider the following variant:
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets K,S, of
finite k-ary functions in N.
Decide: The largest finite limited k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S are the same.
We have proved that this problem is ∈0 time
complete.
Here is a list of related problems we have considered.
Given: An integer k ≥ 1, and two finite sets K,S, of
finite k-ary functions in N.
Decide:
1. The largest finite limited k-ary functions omitting K
and omitting S are the same.
2. The number of finite limited k-ary functions omitting
K and omitting S up to isomorphism are the same.
3. The sizes of finite limited k-ary functions omitting K
and omitting S are the same.
4. The sizes of largest finite limited k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S are the same.
5. The finite limited k-ary functions omitting K and omitting S are the same.
Compare:
6. The largest finite limited k-ary functions omitting K
and omitting S, by inclusion.
7. The number of finite limited k-ary functions omitting
K and omitting S up to isomorphism, by magnitude.
8. The sizes of finite limited k-ary functions omitting K
and omitting S, by inclusion.
9. The number of largest finite limited k-ary functions
omitting K and omitting S up to isomorphism, by
magnitude.
10. The finite limited k-ary functions omitting K and
omitting S.
Given: An integer k ≥ 1 and a finite set K of finite kary functions in N.
Decide:
11. There is a unique largest finite limited k-ary function
omitting K up to isomorphism.
12. There is a largest finite limited k-ary function omitting K whose size is an even integer.

The versions with k given in unary and k given in
binary are evidently computationally equivalent.
We have proved that 1,3,4,6-9,12 are ∈0 time
complete. It is easy to see that 2,11,13,14 are ∈0 time
computable, but we don’t have a significant lower bound.
And we don’t even know whether 5 and 10 are decidable,
although we strongly suspect that they are nondeterministic exponential time complete.
The problem "there is a largest limited k-ary function
omitting K” is equivalent to the problem “there is no infinite limited k-ary function omitting K,” and is co-nondeterministic exponential time complete using [Le80].
Here k can be given in unary or binary.

6. θ(Ωω,0) and θ(Ωω,0) time - tight trees.
We will consider finite trees, which are finite partial
orderings with a minimum element (root). The valence of
a vertex in a tree T is the number of its immediate successors. The valence of T is the largest of the valences of
its vertices. The set of vertices of T is denoted by V(T).
Note that for any finite tree T = (V(T),≤), and for any
vertices x,y in V(T), x inf y exists.
Let T1 and T2 be finite trees. An inf preserving embedding is a one-one map h:V(T1) → V(T2) such that for all
x,y ∈ V(T1), h(x inf y) = h(x) inf h(y).
Recall the classic theorem of J.B. Kruskal [Kr60]:
THEOREM 6.1. Let T 1 ,T 2 ,... be an infinite sequence of
finite trees. There exists i < j such that T i is inf preserving embeddable into Tj.
The simplest proof is in [NW63].
The i-th truncation of a finite tree T is the subtree of T
consisting of all vertices with at most i strict predecessors. Here i ≥ 0, and the 0-th trunction consists of just the
root. A nonzero truncation is a truncation other than the
0-th truncation.
The peaks of a tree are those vertices such that no
other vertex has more strict predecessors. A function from
vertices into vertices is said to lift a vertex if that vertex is
sent to a vertex with a greater number of strict
predecessors.
A finite tree T is said to be tight if and only if there is
no inf preserving embedding from any nonzero truncation
of T into T that lifts every peak of the truncation.
THEOREM 6.2. For all k ≥ 1 there are only finitely
many tight trees of valence ≤ k.
[Fr99], section 3 contains a proof of Theorem 6.2 as well
as a proof of the following:

THEOREM 6.3. As a function of k ≥ 1, the number of
tight trees of valence ≤ k eventually dominates every restricted nested θ(Ωω,0) multirecursive function. As a function of k ≥ 1, the number of tight trees of valence ≤ k is
θ(Ω ω,0) time computable, and in fact θ(Ω ω,0) time
complete.
Note that the number of tight trees of valence ≤ k is a
very simple definition of extremely large finite sets of
finite objects (indexed by an integer k). They are essentially the first such examples. But what about decision
problems necessarily involving extremely large computer
time?
In (full) second order logic, one uses variables ranging
over the domain, but also variables ranging over relations
on the domain of any given arity. Thus there are variables
ranging over 1-ary relations on the domain, over 2-ary relations on the domain, etcetera.
Second order properties of trees are given by formulas
in second order logic using the tree partial ordering as the
only nonlogical symbol.
Given: A second order property P of trees and an integer k ≥ 1.
Decide:
Does P hold of some tight tree of valence ≤ k?
THEOREM 6.4. This decision problem is θ(Ω ω,0) time
complete. This is true if k is given in unary or in binary.
We can also use trees with finitely many labels and
"inf preserving embeddings with gap condition," as in
[Fr99], section 5. See [Si85] and [FRS87] for a discussion of our gap condition.
Let k,n ≥ 1. A gap tight tree with n labels is a tree T
with a labeling function into {1,...,n}, such that there is
no inf preserving embedding with the gap condition from
a nonzero truncation of T into T which lifts every peak of
the truncation.
We obtain the exact analogs of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3,
only with the much larger proof theoretic ordinal θ(Ω ω,0),
which is the ordinal of Π11-CA0, or ID(<ω); e.g., see
[Schu77], Chapter IX, or [BFPS81], p. 334.
Given: A second order property P of trees and integers
k,n ≥ 1.
Decide:
Does P hold of some gap tight tree of valence ≤ k with
n labels.
THEOREM 6.5. This problem is θ(Ωω,0) time complete,
where k,n are given in unary or binary. It remains θ(Ωω,0)
complete, even if k is fixed to be 2. Furthermore, there
exist constants c,d > 0 such that for fixed n, this problem
[cn]
[dn]
is θ(Ω ,0) time hard and θ(Ω ,0) time easy. Here k
may be given in binary, or may be fixed to be 2.
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